SoundCertificate is partner of international companies like Google or TuneIn Media and
certifies products in the field of audio streaming. Apart from certification services we offer
software testing on an individual basis. We are looking for a

Software Test & Certification Engineer (m/f)
Embedded Systems, Chromecast built-in
with a strong technical background, preferably an advanced student of a university or FH
(computer science, embedded systems, software engineering, electrical engineering, …)
Tasks
Functionality tests and certification tests of audio systems (drafting, execution, reporting,
tracking, …)
Designing of certification and test processes
Extending and maintaining software tools
Requirements
must have:
Solid knowledge of the basics of Linux, audio codecs, IP networking, streaming, WLAN
Solid English
Enjoyment of testing and documenting
Ability to work independently, team-mindedness, reliability, curiosity, positive attitude
nice to have:
Good knowledge of C++
Experience in programming on embedded systems
Basic knowledge of the software development process (Scrum, Git, test tools, continuous
integration, test automation, ...)
Knowledge of other programming languages
Required availability
At least 20 hours a week, more is appreciated
Full-time employment after graduation is possible
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What we offer
An independent contract, starting salary of EUR 13,-/h, possibly more if you already bring
relevant knowledge
Career possibilities (software developer, project leader, …)
Young and international team, good working atmosphere, flexible working hours
Discounted lunch in the cantine, free coffee, office easy to reach by public transport
Work on exciting state-of-the-art audio streaming projects
Close collaboration with Google!
Are you interested? Please send your application with CV and photo (simplifies the
application process on our side) to wolfgang.fietz@soundcertificate.com.
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